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Event Marketing and Execution 

Let's see if this scenario sounds familiar: Jon Smith, owner of XYZ Company, decides that it is time to go to 
the annual local Expo as a supplier and buys booth space for $500. Jon then thinks back to other Expos and 
remembers all of the cool promotional items that the other suppliers had. Jon spends another $500 on 
promotional items for the event. Jon also has a very creative and professional booth layout created, complete 
with graphics and stands. He knows he can use this at multiple expos so spends $2000. Jon lines up staff to 
man the booth for times he will have to be away. Jon feels supremely confident in how the booth will be 
received. On the day of the event, the booth gets set up, the promotional items laid out, and the smiles put on. 
For Jon, it has been a great experience in the opening hours of the Expo. He has talked with a number of 
people that seem interested in what XYZ Company has to offer. Eventually, relief arrives and Jon is able to 
do a little of his own wandering around the Expo. He returns later in the day to find a booth that is deserted, 
except for the one employee sitting in the back corner of the booth. All the promotional items are gone, 
though the XYZ Company information pamphlets haven't been touched. Jon gets that sinking feeling, the one 
that says something has gone horribly wrong....... 

This type of scenario is all too common, but you can stop it from happening to your business. Follow this 
guide as we walk through how Jon could have avoided an event disaster.  If you're familiar with the 
Benchmark philosophy, you know that we like to start with the end in mind. If you want an event to go well 
then you and your staff have to know what a successful event means to your business.   It is not enough to 
plan what needs to happen up to the start of the event, you have to plan through to the conclusion of the event 
and beyond. This means understanding the three stages of the event: Before, During, and After. Throughout 
this guide, we will take a close look at each stage.  

Before an Event 

The stage before an event is all about painting a picture. What is the purpose behind your company's 
involvement in the event? What is it that your company hopes to gain? It could be exposure to other 
suppliers, lead generation for your product or service, or it could be that having a presence at the event is 
worth more and does far less damage than not showing up at all. All are viable results. Are they your desired 
results? Your desired results should include: 

• Who Do You Want to Attract to Your Booth? Remember this is event MARKETING and we 
never market without knowing our target market. Jon's booth attracted enough people to clear out their 
promotional items, but how many of them were actually interested in XYZ? It's not about talking to 
everyone, but about talking to the right people. 
 

• How Do You Attract Them? This includes the look and "feel" of your booth as well as what, if 
anything, you give away at the event. Promotional Items are great but do they bring value or leave an 
impression that matters? Jon obviously had items that were popular as they were gone when he returned 
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later in the day, but he was upset that the brochures were not gone.  It's easy to fall into the trap of 
having promotional items that are "fun", but not meaningful. Again it's the result that you need to keep 
in mind when ordering these items or setting up any type of drawing at your booth. Is the item 
something your target market will use, will it end up in the trash, or in the hands of their kids? Does it 
allow them to experience your product/services? Choose your promotional items carefully by 
considering what your target market would do with them AFTER the event. 
 

• What Do You Want from Attendees? As with most marketing, your event marketing has inbound 
and outbound leads. Your inbound leads are the people that are willing to give you information. Be 
careful here, it can be tempting to have people exchange information for a chance to win a drawing or in 
exchange for a giveaway, but then you leave them feeling tricked and you have to wade through a lot of 
junk to get to the true leads. Be clear on what information you want, from whom, and how you plan to 
use it.   If you have a drawing let everyone enter, but only ask for information for leads that are 
qualified.  Your outbound leads will need information so that if they desire they can contact you after 
the event. Remember that people are visiting 100's of booths in a span of hours at most events. They will 
have information overload so choose carefully. Again you don't want to hand out your brochures to 
everyone, but to your market. 

We challenge you to work on the results you want for your next event. Follow us as we look at what plans 
Jon needed in place During the Event to be more successful. 

During an Event 

Jon’s planning for the event should not have stopped at pre-event activities. To be comfortable with the 
portrait Jon was painting of his business, Jon should have planned what would happen during the event. 
Granted, not every possibility can be planned for but Jon could have planned for what he has control over. 
This includes the Message, the Staff, and the Game. 

• The Message - When you have a booth at an event, what you say is as important as how you say it. 
Having a consistent message allows you to present the best possible image of the business. Tell the story 
of the business and what the business can do for your target market. This is the place where imagery can 
paint the picture of the business in the minds of your target. It can be done well in advance so that you 
and your staff have the opportunity to make it your own. To help your staff retain clarity on the 
Message, one recommendation would be to give them a list of bullet points for them to reference during 
the event. 
 

• The Staff - Will this be an all hands on deck event or will you pick and choose who attends the booth 
during the event? You certainly want the staff that will best represent the business. Confident and 
professional, the staff will help paint the picture you discussed in the Message. Be sure to have a work 
schedule for manning the booth. By rotating the employees, you not only keep them fresh to talk with 
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prospects, but it keeps them from getting bored. If the staff is bored, they look disinterested. If they look 
disinterested, the picture they paint won’t make any difference because your prospects have already 
formed an opinion. Ultimately, you will need to set expectations for the staff. Not just on appearance 
and behavior, but on activity as well. Set goals for the number prospects talked to or the number of 
qualified leads generated. The staff needs to have a clear set of desired results that need to be achieved. 
If you don’t set those expectations, you have nothing to hold the staff accountable too. 
 

• The Game - How you engage your prospects at an event needs to have value. Giving away 
promotional items can be effective, but do they have any connection to your product or service? Are you 
providing a sample of your product or the opportunity for the prospect to experience what your company 
does? Having your Message clear and your Staff trained, frees the business up to be creative in the way 
it engages with the prospect. Leverage the knowledge of what you do and why you do it to bring the 
prospects into your world and show them why they need your product or service. While there is no one 
way to engage the prospect, the result of the engagement needs to be clear. That result could be a list of 
leads generated, a stack of business cards, or even scheduled follow up appointments. 

Be sure to look at the next segment to see what systems Jon needed for After the Event to maximize his 
results. 

After an Event 

In this guide, we have been looking at planning and executing a successful marketing plan for a booth at an 
event or expo. We've followed Jon's story and have discussed the action that will help to mitigate those same 
results. You are not done yet. The event isn't truly over until you capture the gathered information and follow 
up on your promotional promise. Ideally, you will have already planned out how to ensure you finish the 
event strong! 

• Capture the Information - Don't allow the information you gathered at the event go to waste sitting 
on someone's desk or in a drawer. Input the information into your database so that you can reference it at 
a later date. You can plan ahead for this by designating a member of your staff to put the information 
into your system After the event. Hand off the information and set a reasonable deadline for the 
completion of the data entry depending on the amount of collected information. If you don't have a 
customer database, use a spreadsheet or a tickler file in order to organize your leads. 
 

• Follow Through -This is where you must fulfill the promise you made to leads at your booth. 
Whether it is sending out coupons or giving away a sample of your service, if you offered it, you 
absolutely have to deliver. All the work you put into planning Before and During the event will be 
wasted if you drop the ball. One undelivered promise can negate all of the desired results brought forth 
by your planning and execution. Customer perception is the only reality that matters to the ongoing 
success of your business. If they perceive the business as untrustworthy, it is. Don't let that happen. 
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• Debrief - The event debrief with your employees is as important as the planning Before the event. 
Talk with your staff. Get their opinions on the success of the event. Get their opinions on how it could 
have been done differently. Reviewing the event gives the business insight on how to make the next 
event that much better. This may happen weeks after the event but should include all aspects of the 
event, including the follow up that occurred with prospects. Be open to constructive criticism and ideas 
from your staff. Utilize the resources you have at hand to make your next event even more successful. 

Remember that After the event is all about action. If you wait for the leads to pick up the phone and call your 
business you will be leaving opportunities on the table and your competition will have a much easier time 
gaining business.    


